Conventional tort law does not allow exposure victims to seek compensation until they develop symptoms of illness. Because this may bar recovery if the injurer is judgment proof, some have advocated allowing victims to sue at exposure. However, critics charge that such a tort for risk would create a race to file. We show that a race may or may not occur in equilibrium, and that when it does occur, not all victims choose to file even if bankruptcy is an inevitable result. We examine the consequences of the possible equilibria on compensation of victims, litigation costs, and injurer care.
Introduction
Many environmental accidents involve exposure to a hazardous substance that creates the possibility, but not the certainty, of a future illness. Examples include accidental chemical releases such as the one that occurred in Bhopal, India in 1984 (Fischer, 1996) , and nuclear accidents such as Three Mile Island and Chernobyl.
1 Normally, victims of exposure are barred from suing for damages until an illness actually develops. 2 However, some scholars have argued that these individuals should have the option of suing for expected damages at the time of exposure. This approach essentially views the exposure itself as a tort (what we call a "tort for risk" or a "tort for exposure"), while under the conventional rule a tort is not deemed to have occurred unless the victim actually contracts the disease (Keeton, Dobbs, Keeton, and Owen, 1984) .
Several previous authors have identified tradeoffs involved in allowing a tort for risk.
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For example, some have argued that the number of suits, and hence litigation costs, would increase if a tort for risk were allowed, possibly "by several orders of magnitude" (Robinson, 1985, p. 796) . In this sense, allowing a tort for risk would increase social costs. 4 However, advocates suggest an offsetting deterrence benefit. In many toxic tort contexts, there is a long latency period between the time of exposure and the time a resulting disease is manifested. As a result, disallowing suits for exposure could actually bar victims from receiving any compensation if the injurer is insolvent or judgment-proof at the time the disease is contracted (Shavell, 1986; Beard, 1990; Larson, 1996) , or if the victim cannot establish a causal connection between her illness and the injurer's actions (Shavell, 1985) . This affects not only the extent of victim compensation but also the injurer's incentive to invest in care. Thus, the conventional wisdom is that allowing a tort for risk generates a benefit from increased deterrence that must be balanced against the cost of increased litigation.
The preceding conventional wisdom is based on an assumption that the risk of injurer insolvency is exogenous, i.e., driven by factors unrelated to liability. In many toxic tort contexts, however, the potential liability is sufficiently high that the liability itself could trigger bankruptcy (what we term "endogenous" bankruptcy). This second class of bankruptcy cases can arise when the expected damages plus litigation costs resulting from an exposure event exceed the injurer's assets. A well-known example is the bankruptcy of the Johns-Manville Sales Corporation, which was triggered by the costs associated with asbestos litigation (Note, 1983) . If victims fear that the injurer will be bankrupted by liability, there is the potential for a race to file under which victims have an incentive to file early in an effort to secure some portion of the injurer's limited assets.
The question then is whether allowing suits at the time of exposure would generate or exacerbate a race to file, and what implications it would have for total litigation costs and deterrence. 4 In addition, some have argued that, if recovery is allowed for a tort for risk and then the individual never contracts the disease, the recovery constitutes a windfall for that individual. Conversely, since under a tort for risk recovery would be based on expected damages (rather than realized damages), individuals who eventually contract the disease would be undercompensated. Note, however, that victims who received payment at the time of exposure based on expected damages could presumably use their awards to purchase
In this paper, we present an economic model of a tort-for-risk rule in a context where litigation is costly and injurers have limited assets. We first use the model to examine the impact of allowing a tort for risk on the victims' incentives to file suit. This allows us to examine whether allowing a tort for risk would in fact lead to a "race to file." Previous models of the impact of injurer bankruptcy do not consider the potential "competition" among victims for the injurer's assets. Modeling this competition allows us not only to examine the potential for a race to file but also to determine how the injurer's limited assets are ultimately apportioned. Our results suggest that allowing a tort for risk would essentially establish a new priority rule for claims on the injurer's assets.
Second, we use our model to ask whether allowing a tort for risk could trigger bankruptcy even if, in the absence of a tort for risk, the liability associated with actual illnesses would not have done so. In this latter case, we show that, even if a tort for risk is allowed, an equilibrium under which all victims wait to sue, and bankruptcy does not occur, always exists. Thus, in such cases allowing a tort for risk will not necessarily trigger bankruptcy. However, we cannot rule out the possibility of other equilibria under which the tort for risk does trigger a race to file that leads to bankruptcy. Nonetheless, the equilibrium with no race is Pareto dominant in the sense that all victims are better off.
Finally, given the victims' incentives to sue, we use the model to examine whether the standard tradeoff between litigation costs and deterrence that arises in the context of exogenous bankruptcy exists when insolvency is triggered by liability. We show that such a tradeoff does not necessarily exist in this case.
The analysis in this paper is related to other contexts in which a race to claim a firm's limited assets can result in bankruptcy. The classic example is a bank run, in which depositors insurance that would provide full compensation if the disease is eventually contracted, thereby eliminating both over-and under-compensation (Robinson, 1985) .
rush to withdraw their assets because they expect other depositors to do the same. 5 In their model of bank runs, Diamond and Dybvig (1983) show that, even though runs are not inevitable, there always exists an equilibrium in which one occurs. 6 Their paper is similar to ours in that it establishes the existence of equilibria in which even "healthy" firms can fail as a result of agents who try to "jump the gun." However, their focus is quite different, emphasizing the liquidity service provided by banks and the impact of runs on risk sharing among risk averse depositors.
In the "good" equilibrium, some depositors withdraw in the initial period while others wait, creating optimal risk sharing. When a bank run occurs, all depositors withdraw in the initial period and optimal risk sharing is ruined, resulting in an equilibrium that is worse for all agents.
Here, we focus on the compensation of risk neutral victims and hence risk sharing plays no role in our results. In addition, in contrast to Diamond and Dybvig, in our model all victims wait to file suit in the "no race" or "good" equilibrium, whereas some victims file early in the equilibrium with a race.
Finally, in a litigation context similar to ours, Spier (2002) examines the settlement negotiations between a defendant and multiple plaintiffs when the defendant's assets are insufficient to cover the collective liability of plaintiffs if they all win at trial. Her focus, however, is on the decisions of plaintiffs about whether to settle or go to trial, given that they have already filed suit, whereas our interest is on how the availability of a tort for risk affects the timing of plaintiffs' filing decisions, given the defendant's limited assets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the general setup of the model. Section 3 then examines the decision of exposure victims of whether to file suit at exposure or to wait until they actually develop an illness. The question is whether exposure suits, if allowed, would produce a race to file that bankrupts injurers and leaves some victims uncompensated. Finally, Section 4 considers the impact of exposure suits on the expected number of suits, litigation costs, and injurer care. Section 5 offers concluding comments. All proofs are in the Appendix.
The general model
In this section, we present the basic structure of the model. The model has three periods, a single injurer, and a large population of victims, all of whom are risk-neutral. Risk neutrality should hold for plaintiffs who file and recover fully at the time of exposure, provided they use their awards to purchase insurance against future illness. More generally, however, plaintiffs who do not receive full compensation will bear some risk, which would be costly if they are risk averse. With risk aversion, different liability rules could have different implications for risk sharing. Assuming risk neutrality allows us to abstract from these potential differences and focus solely on a comparison of the incentive effects of the different rules.
In the initial period (t=0), the injurer chooses a dollar investment in care, x, which determines the probability of exposure, p(x), where p'<0 and p″>0. In the next period (t=1), an exposure occurs with probability p(x). If an exposure occurs, in the final period (t=2) an exposure victim will become ill and incur damages of D dollars with probability q, and suffer no illness (and hence no damages) with probability 1−q. For simplicity, we assume that neither D nor q depends on x.
7 For example, we suppose that x affects the probability that the victim is exposed to a carcinogen, but does not affect the extent of the exposure and hence the likelihood that she will contract the disease (given exposure), or the dollar loss that results if the disease is contracted.
We assume that all victims suffer the same loss in the event of illness. However, we allow q to vary across victims in a way that is observable to the court. More specifically, we let q be an index of exposure intensity, which varies across victims to reflect the fact that some victims were exposed for a longer period of time, or were in closer proximity to an accidental release of the hazardous substance, and hence have a greater chance of developing the illness. Indeed, we define q in such a way that for victims with an exposure index of q, a share q of them are expected to develop the illness in t=2.
We assume that each individual's exposure index (which also equals her probability of 
where N is the total volume or mass of exposures. Because we are interested in the context of mass torts, which involve a large number of victims, we assume that N is very large. In particular, we assume that N is sufficiently large to allow us to invoke the law of large numbers, 7 We also ignore the possibility that between the time of exposure and illness a victim could invest in medical monitoring, which could affect either D or q. 8 We assume that the distribution is known before any decisions are made, and that it is independent of any decisions made by either the injurer or victims. In particular, we assume that it is not affected by the injurer's care choice, and that victims have no opportunity to avoid or reduce their exposure once the care choice has been made. Any mitigation activities by the victims (e.g., moving away from a potentially hazardous facility) are assumed to occur before the injurer chooses care.
implying that the realized illness rate for victims with exposure q is equal to q. 9 Given this, the expected number of illnesses in (1) also equals the actual number of illnesses in t=2.
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The assumption that the distribution of q is actually realized and that this distribution is known a priori implies that this is a game of complete information.
In the absence of bankruptcy, exposure victims who wait until they sustain actual damages before filing will get a net return equal to their losses, D, less the cost of filing suit, c v .
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We assume that D>c v , so that filing suit if and when the illness arises would be profitable for all illness victims who expect to recover their full damages. In contrast, victims who file at exposure would receive the expected value of damages, qD, yielding a net return of qD−c v .
Finally, we abstract from the specific length of time it takes for the loss to arise, and we ignore discounting. These assumptions keep the model simple without affecting the qualitative nature of the results. In addition, we assume throughout that the liability rule in place is strict liability.
The above model can be viewed as a two-stage game, where in the first stage the injurer chooses a level of precaution and, if an exposure occurs, then in the second stage victims simultaneously make a filing decision. That is, they decide whether to file a suit for damages, and more importantly, when to file, assuming existence of a tort for risk. If a tort for risk is allowed, an exposure victim can file at the time of exposure (t=1) or wait to file if and when damages occur (t=2). We consider first the equilibrium of the filing subgame. We then turn in Section 4 to consideration of the full game.
Incentives to sue and the race to file
In deciding whether to file suit at the time of exposure or illness, each victim will compare the net return from filing at exposure to the net return she would expect to receive if she waited and filed at the time of illness (if it occurs). In making this comparison, a victim faces the following tradeoff. If she files at the time of exposure, she will incur litigation costs with certainty, whereas if she waits until illness, she will incur these costs only with probability q (the probability she will actually become ill and hence sue). Since the expected savings in litigation costs decreases with q, the advantages of waiting will be lower for victims with higher values of q. This suggests that victims with higher q's will victims always win suits that are filed, thus abstracting from the potentially difficult problem of proving causation (Shavell, 1985) .
have a greater incentive to file at exposure. Given the large number of victims, it turns out that the equilibrium must of this "threshold type."
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Lemma 1: Consider a set of filing strategies ∆ for victims, where the number of victims is large.
If ∆ is a Nash equilibrium of the filing subgame, then the strategies take the form of a threshold rule; that is
for some 0≤ q ≤1, where ∆(q) is the strategy of a victim with an exposure index of q.
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Given that the equilibrium of the filing subgame must take the form of a threshold rule, the task is to determine the equilibrium threshold, q . Note that 0 = q would imply a complete race to file under which all exposure victims file at the time of exposure in an effort to secure some share of the injurer's limited assets. Conversely, 1 = q implies that there is no race, i.e., all victims wait to file.
We begin by defining the injurer's total liability-related costs (damages plus litigation costs) under the traditional rule that bars suits at the time of exposure:
12 We thank a referee for pointing out the necessity of the threshold feature of the equilibrium and how to prove it. 13 Note that Lemma 1 is stated with strict inequalities because the optimal strategy at the point of indifference, i.e., for a victim with exposure intensity q , is arbitrary. For simplicity, we assume henceforth that, when indifferent, victims wait to file.
where is the injurer's litigation cost per suit. We consider two cases. In the first, the injurer's assets, A, i c 14 are insufficient to cover L (i.e., L A < ). In this case, bankruptcy is inevitable in the sense that the injurer's liability costs exceed his assets, even if a tort for risk is not allowed.
Later, we consider the case where L A ≥ ; that is, the injurer has sufficient assets to cover his liability costs provided no victims file at exposure, so that bankruptcy is not inevitable. In that case, we ask whether allowing exposure suits could ever trigger a race to file that would not have occurred otherwise. In both cases, however, we assume that A>N(c v +c i ), which ensures that litigation costs alone would not bankrupt the injurer even in the most extreme race to file.
Specifically, all victims would find suits profitable since A/N−c i >c v . This assumes that the injurer must pay his own litigation costs first, and then pays any damages out of his remaining assets (if any).
Bankruptcy inevitable:
L A < To determine the existence and characteristics of the Nash equilibrium filing threshold, q , we must first determine the payoffs from filing at exposure, and from waiting, for each individual victim. Since these payoffs depend upon the magnitude of q , we need to consider three cases. Case 1. In this case, the number of victims who file at exposure is sufficiently large that the injurer is bankrupted in t=1. This occurs when q is sufficiently low, i.e., when 
which is less than one for′ < . This implies that the assets that remain after paying the injurer's litigation costs are divided equally among the victims who file at exposure. Note that 0 / > ∂ ∂ q β , implying that a reduction in the number of victims filing at exposure increases the share of assets that each receives. Since the injurer's assets are fully exhausted by exposure suits, those victims who wait to file will receive nothing. Thus, a victim will file at exposure if and
, reflecting that fact that as q rises, fewer victims file at exposure, thus leaving more assets to be divided among those who do file and making filing at exposure more attractive. Also note that , and 
13 Note that
represents the assets the injurer has available to pay damages in t=2 after paying his total periodone costs plus his period-two litigation costs. We can now define as the solution to q , 
Note that ∂H/∂ q >0, reflecting the fact that as q rises, fewer victims file at exposure, thereby leaving the injurer greater assets in t=2. This makes it more attractive to wait to file. Note also 
The equilibrium of the filing subgame occurs at the fixed point ).
( Figure 1 shows an equilibrium corresponding to Case 1 in which the injurer is bankrupted in t=1 (an intersection point along J(q)). Generally, the type of equilibrium will depend on the magnitude of
A.
Note that both ∂q′/∂A and ∂ /∂A are negative. Thus, as A increases, the horizontal segment of G in Figure 1 shifts leftward, with corresponding shifts in J and H. that a firm with low assets will face e number of exposure suits as a wealthier firm.
Of course, litigation costs are determined not just by the number of exposure suits but by the number of total suits. However, as with exposure suits, the number of total suits is nonmonotonic in A. When A is sufficiently low to yield a Case 1 equilibrium, the firm is bankrupted in period 1. As a result, the total number of suits simply equals the number of exposure suits, which increases with A throughout this range in the manner just described. In Case 2, an increase in A has no effect on exposure suits, but it now takes more illness suits to "compete away" the firm's assets. Thus, in this range the total number of suits also increases with A. However, in
Case 3, an increase in A will decrease the number of exposure suits (as described above) but increase the number of illness suits since some victims who previously filed at exposure will be 15 This assumes a single intersection between the H function and the 45 o line in Case 3 (and also relies on the fact that H(1)<1). Because ) (q H is not necessarily convex, however, we cannot rule out the possibility of multiple equilibria in this range. induced to wait by the increase in A. The total number of suits will nevertheless decrease since a suit that formerly occurred with certainty is replaced by one that only occurs with probability q.
This description of the equilibria of the filing subgame implies that, with inevitable bankruptcy triggered by liability, allowing a tort for risk will always induce some victims to "race to file" in order to receive as much compensation as possible. However, as long as litigation costs are positive, the race is not complete in the sense that not all victims file at exposure (i.e., q is bounded below by c v /D). The existence of positive litigation costs for victims prevents a total race. 16 As a result, even though the injurer always faces eventual bankruptcy if an accident occurs (by assumption), allowing a tort for risk will not necessarily drive the injurer into immediate bankruptcy by inducing all (or even most) victims to file at exposure.
Allowing a tort for risk, however, will change the distribution of the injurer's limited assets in favor of high q victims. Note that without a tort for risk, all victims who ultimately suffer damages receive the same compensation amount (regardless of how likely it was in an ex ante sense that they would contract the disease), while those who do not contract the disease receive nothing. Under the tort for risk with endogenous bankruptcy, however, high exposure victims, i.e., victims with high values of q, effectively have the first claim on the injurer's limited assets. 17 It is only after the expected damages for these victims (those most likely to contract the disease) are covered that victims who were less likely to contract the disease, but who ultimately do, receive any compensation. Thus, allowing a tort for risk effectively treats exposure as the primary tortious act, providing compensation for victims with high exposure first, and then allowing any remaining assets to be used for compensation of illness victims who did not file at t=1. In other words, a tort for risk effectively creates two classes of victims: a primary class comprised of high exposure victims who have first claim on the injurer's limited assets, and a secondary class comprised of low exposure victims who ultimately contract the disease and who can then make a claim on any remaining assets. In contrast, with suits only allowed at the time of illness, there is a single class of victims (all those who contract the disease) who are given equal priority regardless of their exposure index.
Bankruptcy not inevitable:

L A ≥
Having characterized the Nash equilibria for the case where bankruptcy is inevitable, we now ask whether allowing a tort for risk could trigger bankruptcy in a situation where the injurer would not go bankrupt if the tort for risk were not allowed.
In the absence of a tort for risk, the injurer's liability-related costs continue to be given by L . Thus, as long as the injurer's assets are at least equal to L , he will be able to cover his costs if a tort for risk is barred. However, if a tort for risk is allowed, then for an arbitrary value of q , the injurer's total liability could be higher. Compare, for example, total expected liability if a tort for risk is not allowed ( L ) to the total first-period costs when a tort for risk is allowed but the injurer is not bankrupt in the initial period. Depending on the value of q , it is possible to have an asset level A such that
Because the injurer incurs the litigation costs associated with exposure suits with certainty when a tort for risk is allowed, the total first-period costs associated with a tort for risk could actually exceed the costs the injurer would incur if such suits were barred, and this additional cost (due to potentially higher litigation costs) could be sufficiently large to induce bankruptcy. The question, then, is whether this potential outcome (for an arbitrary q ) emerges as an equilibrium outcome.
We begin by stating the following result:
is an equilibrium of the filing subgame.
Proposition 2 implies that allowing a tort for risk will not necessarily induce a race to file in the case where bankruptcy is not inevitable. If the injurer has sufficient assets to cover all suits at illness, then even though victims have the option to sue for exposure, in this equilibrium they choose not to do so. Intuitively, if all but one victim chooses to wait, then it is the best response for the remaining victim to wait as well, given that waiting is a dominant strategy if the victim expects full recovery.
The question, then, is whether there exist other equilibria under which a race to file and bankruptcy result. It is certainly possible that the equilibrium under which all victims wait is a unique equilibrium; such a case is depicted in Figure 2 . This outcome, however, is not guaranteed. In general, we cannot rule out the possibility of other equilibria under which a race to file occurs even though the injurer would otherwise have sufficient assets to cover all suits at illness. Figure 3 depicts such a case.
To compare the possible equilibria, we first note the following:
Proposition 3: In any equilibrium with 1 < q , the injurer is bankrupted by liability.
In other words, it is not possible to have an equilibrium race-to-file that does not end in bankruptcy. Thus, in Figure 3 , while the injurer would not be bankrupted by liability in equilibrium C (where 1 = q ), he would be bankrupted at either of the other two equilibria (A or B). (In both cases depicted, the injurer is not bankrupted by exposure suits but has insufficient remaining assets to cover the potential liability he faces from illness suits.) Thus, when there are multiple equilibria, allowing a tort for risk can trigger bankruptcy when it would not otherwise have occurred.
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Why in equilibrium might there be a race to file that triggers bankruptcy if bankruptcy is not inevitable? As we argued above, if one victim expects all others to file at illness, then that victim will be better off waiting to file as well rather than filing at exposure. However, if a victim expects enough other victims to file at exposure to trigger bankruptcy, provided her value of q exceeds q , she will be better off filing at exposure as well. Thus, equilibria with 1 < q (and hence injurer bankruptcy) can emerge, even though bankruptcy is not inevitable. 
Litigation costs and injurer care
To this point, we have characterized the impact of allowing a tort for risk on the filing equilibrium. To examine the question of whether allowing a tort for risk is more efficient (in the 18 It is easy to show that as A increases, eventually the only equilibrium is the one at 1 = q (the case illustrated in Figure 2 ), in which case bankruptcy cannot occur. sense of yielding lower total social costs) than the conventional rule, we must consider litigation and damage costs. Total litigation costs depend on the total number of suits filed, which depends directly on the filing behavior described above. Total damage costs depend on the care choice of the injurer, which is determined by the equilibrium of the full game. We consider each of these in turn.
Impact on litigation costs
As noted previously, the conventional wisdom is that allowing a tort for risk would increase the number of suits and hence increase overall litigation costs. We have shown above that the tort for risk could induce a race to file, even in a context where bankruptcy is not inevitable. However, we show here that such a race does not necessarily imply higher litigation costs (relative to an outcome where exposure suits are not allowed). Our main result is the following.
Proposition 4:
If the tort-for-risk equilibrium corresponds to Cases 1 or 2, then the total number of suits may be higher or lower under a tort for risk. However, if it corresponds to Case 3, then there are more suits under a tort for risk.
Proposition 4 implies that, in contrast to the conventional wisdom, allowing a tort for risk does not necessarily increase the number of suits, and hence overall litigation costs.
20 While this conventional wisdom holds for Case 3 equilibria, it does not hold more generally. Intuitively, even though exposure suits occur with certainty in t=1 (while these same victims would only file 1 19 In the equilibrium, it is profitable for all victims to file suit at illness, given D>c v .
~= q at t=2 with probability q if the tort for risk were barred), the population of victims who sue at some point (either t=1 or t=2) is potentially smaller when a tort for risk is allowed. Suits in t=1 may so reduce the injurer's assets that some or all illness victims in t=2 find suits unprofitable.
However, when all illness victims find suits profitable in t=2 (as in Case 3), then a tort for risk does increase the total number of suits (and hence litigation costs).
Incentives for care
The above results suggest that alternative values of q cannot be ranked on the basis of litigation costs. We turn next to the question of how they compare in terms of incentives for injurer care. For this, we need to consider the subgame perfect equilibria of the full game, which involves deriving the optimal choice of care for the injurer, given the possible equilibria in the filing subgame.
It should be clear from the discussion above that in the case where L A < , if an accident occurs, the injurer expects to pay out his entire assets in the form of compensation and/or litigation costs in any of the three types of possible equilibria in the filing subgame. Thus, the total cost of an accident to the injurer is independent of q . However, as noted by Beard (1990) , when care involves a dollar expenditure, the injurer's asset level at the time an accident occurs depends on his prior expenditure on care, i.e., A=A o −x, where A o is the injurer's initial asset level. Thus, bankruptcy is inevitable if the injurer chooses a level of care greater than
In addition, even when bankruptcy is not inevitable, the injurer may still choose a level of care that creates the possibility of a filing equilibrium in which there is a race to file that results in bankruptcy. Both of these possibilities must be considered when examining the incentive effects of allowing a tort for risk. Our main result regarding the impact of allowing a tort for risk on the injurer's choice of care is given in Proposition 5: , then allowing a tort for risk will either leave the injurer's choice of care unchanged or increase it, depending upon the type of equilibrium that is expected to emerge. If a ~= q equilibrium is expected to emerge when bankruptcy is not inevitable, then allowing a tort for risk will not affect the injurer's choice of care.
Intuitively, allowing a tort for risk will affect the injurer's care choice only if it affects the total amount he expects to pay out in exposure-related costs. 22 This occurs only when the injurer would not be bankrupt in the absence of a tort for risk but expects to be bankrupted if a tort for risk is allowed. In this case, allowing a tort for risk increases the injurer's total expected pay out, and hence increases his level of care.
Proposition 5 implies that the effect of a tort for risk on care choices stems from the possibility that allowing a tort for risk will lead to a race-to-file that ends in bankruptcy even when bankruptcy is not inevitable. However, as noted above, whenever such an equilibrium exists, there is also a no-bankruptcy equilibrium under which a race to file does not occur, and 21 The proof of Proposition 5 is omitted but is available from the authors on request.
22 Note that Proposition 5 does not imply that the potential for bankruptcy has no effect on the choice of care. As shown by Beard (1990) , the potential for bankruptcy can lead to either under-or over-deterrence.
this equilibrium Pareto dominates in the sense that all victims are at least as well off as they are under a race-to-file equilibrium. If Pareto dominance makes this equilibrium more likely to occur, then Proposition 5 suggests that, in contrast to the result with exogenous bankruptcy, allowing a tort for risk would not be expected to lead to greater deterrence. Thus, neither the increased litigation costs nor the greater deterrence that arose under a tort for risk with exogenous bankruptcy necessarily arise when bankruptcy is endogenous.
Conclusion
Conventional tort law does not permit victims of exposure to a toxic substance to seek compensation until they actually develop symptoms of illness. However, this rule often has the practical effect of barring recovery because, by the time the illness arises, the injurer may be judgment-proof. A possible solution is to allow victims to sue for expected damages at the time of exposure-that is, to create a tort for risk. Critics of this idea, however, warn that it could induce a "race to file" that would lead to increased litigation costs. Supporters argue that there would be an offsetting benefit in the form of increased deterrence. This paper has evaluated the impact of a tort for risk on the filing decisions of victims, as well as the resulting effect on litigation costs and injurer care. We show that, when the filing decisions of victims and the potential for bankruptcy are endogenized, the conventional arguments both for and against a tort for risk do not necessarily hold.
To examine the impact of a tort for risk on victims' filing decisions, we considered two scenarios: one in which the injurer's assets were less than his expected damages plus litigation costs in the absence of a tort for risk, and one in which his assets exceeded those costs. In the first case, where bankruptcy is inevitable, the effect of a tort for risk is to induce some, but not all, Proposition 5 simply states that, regardless of the optimal level of x, allowing a tort for risk can never lead to less deterrence than would have existed under the conventional rule where only illness suits are allowed.
victims to file suit at exposure. This suggests that, when the firm's assets are sufficiently low, allowing a tort for risk would trigger a race to file, but it would be a partial race, and the resulting exposure suits would not necessarily bankrupt the firm (although the firm would ultimately be bankrupted by assumption in this case). In equilibrium, victims with the higher probabilities of developing the illness choose to file early while those with lower probabilities either wait or do not file at all. Thus, a tort for risk effectively creates a priority rule that gives high exposure victims first claim on the injurer's limited assets. In contrast, the traditional tort rule gives priority to victims who actually develop the illness, regardless of their ex ante risk.
In the case where the injurer is not expected to be bankrupted by illness suits, we showed that there always exists an equilibirum in which all victims wait to file at illness. Thus, a race to file does not necessarily occur even though a tort for risk is allowed. Nevertheless, there also exist other equilibria in which a race does occur and results in bankruptcy even though bankruptcy was not inevitable. Not surprisingly, the equilibrium in which all victims wait to file is Pareto dominant in that all victims expect to receive a higher return.
We also evaluated the impact of a tort for risk on the expected number of suits and injurer care. We first showed that, although a tort for risk induces some victims to file at the time of exposure, it does not necessarily increase the overall number of suits. The reason is that the initial race to file may foreclose additional suits by bankrupting the injurer or leaving him with insufficient assets to make such suits profitable. Thus, while the conventional wisdom that allowing a tort for risk will increase litigation costs holds for some types of equilibria, it does not hold for other types. In particular, it is less likely to hold (ceteris paribus) when the injurer has low assets. As for injurer care, we showed that a tort for risk will affect the injurer's optimal choice of care only if it affects the total amount that he expects to pay in liability-related costs. In particular, if the injurer would not have been bankrupted under the traditional rule but is bankrupted under a tort for risk, then he will take greater care under the latter rule. However, the conventional wisdom does not hold when bankruptcy is inevitable. Thus, as with litigation costs, it is less likely to hold (ceteris paribus) when the injurer has low assets.
Our results suggest that it is difficult to evaluate the desirability of a tort for risk on welfare grounds. In the case where bankruptcy is not inevitable, denying such claims, which in our model amounts to ensuring an equilibrium where there is no race to file, makes all victims better off, induces injurers to take at least as much care as under a tort-for-risk, and has an ambiguous effect on litigation costs. When bankruptcy is inevitable, a tort for risk makes some victims better off by changing the priority rule for allocating the injurer's assets, but it has no effect on injurer care and an ambiguous effect on litigation costs. The conditions on β and r imply that 0≤ q ≤1. Furthermore, for all q> q , (A2) does not hold, implying that any such victim does not belong to W(∆) and therefore must belong to E(∆).
Likewise, for all q< q , (A1) does not hold, implying that any such victim does not belong to
E(∆) and therefore must belong to W(∆). Q.E.D.
Proof of Lemma 2:
The lemma follows from the description of the three cases in the text. For case 2 to be non-degenerate, it must be true that q >q′. To prove this, note from (3) that A−TCq 1 (q′)=0, while from (7) 
